tuün™, pronounced [tune], is a state-of-the-art wearable biohack that contains our proprietary
Biohacking Enhancement Technology (B.E.T.) designed to help you stay "ﬁnely tuned" amid
a world of outward and inward stressors including electromagnetic ﬁelds (EMFs) and other
electrosmog that is ever-present in today's modern and convenience-oriented lifestyle.

A Biohack Solution For a Health Concern
At the cellular levels, your body is electric. Cells in your body communicate using microscopic electric
signaling. This is how your nervous system functions. Slight changes in the polarization of your cells can
lead to signiﬁcant chemical changes in your body.

Electromagnetic hypersensitivity (EHS) is a phenomenon characterized by the appearance of symptoms
after prolonged exposure to electromagnetic ﬁelds.

SUCH SYMPTOMS INCLUDE:

Heating of body

Increased free radical

Chronic fatigue,

Heightened

tissues and cells

production in your body

headaches, brain fog

anxiety

To make matters worse, a large body of research on the effects of electromagnetic radiation has proven that
technology is getting increasingly harmful to human health. Just recently, the World Health Organization
classiﬁed all radiofrequency radiation from mobile devices as a potential class 2B carcinogen.

For more info, connect with the person who shared this with you or visit velovita.com
Customer Support: support@velovita.com

Living in Harmony With Electronic Devices
There’s so much rogue EMF radiation in today's world, not the

More than an EMF shield pendant, tuün™ Resonate works to assist

least of which comes from our favorite devices - our cell phones.

with tuning out the chaos while enhancing your overall health &

As technology takes greater hold, so do the levels of radiation

well-being. tuün™ is assembled with earth-grounding-frequencies

you're being exposed to every day.

and other oxidative reaction reducers to offset the effects of EMF

According to David O. Carpenter, professor of environmental

radiation and restore balance to your body.

health sciences at the University at Albany, you are exposed to
1,000,000,000,000,000,000x (1 quintillion) times more radiation
than you were ten years ago.

Earthing & tuün™ RESONATE
BLACK

ROSE GOLD
MEMBER PRICE

Earthing (also known as grounding) refers to contact with the

MEMBER PRICE

Earth's surface electrons by walking barefoot outside, lying on

$199.95

the ground, or simply being in nature. Earthing is a healing
technique that realigns your electrical energy by reconnecting

RETAIL PRICE

with the Earth. tuün™ is designed to enhance the effects

$299.95

of earthing and bring balance, strength, and sleep while

$249.95

providing relief from constant stress, tension, and fatigue.

RETAIL PRICE

$349.95

Patented technology + Field Tested
tuün™ Resonate includes advanced technology to help the body ﬁght off electromagnetic pollution and
other harmful stressors to help the body to function more optimally. Beneﬁts of wearing tuün™ include:

Improves
Sleep Quality

Improves Focus
and Mood

May Decrease
Electromagnetic
Hypersensitivity
Symptoms

Try this at home!

Aids in Enhancing
Vitality

Helps Reduce Free
Radical Damage

May Help Enhance
The Sense of Well Being
SCAN FOR MORE

Instructions for use:

Letting go of our devices is hard, but that doesn’t mean

For optimal results, simply wear your pendant or carry

you can’t have a safe bubble. Consider dedicating at least

it in your pocket. May also be placed under your pillow

one device-free room inside your house (not outdoors).

at night.
INFORMATION

DISCLAIMER:
NOTE: The statements associated with this product have not been evaluated by any regulatory authority and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent
any medical condition. Do not disregard medical pieces of advice you have received or defer in seeking it because of something you have read on our websites.
Consult with your doctor or other qualiﬁed healthcare providers before undertaking a new treatment, diet, or ﬁtness program.

